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Clean in Place     Systems



REMOIN is a company specialized in the design and
construction of plants for distillation, purification and treatment
of water, as well as CIP systems.
Our Technical department cares for the design and the final
execution of projects, in accordance with all the current rules
and laws for each plant.

REMOIN Srl may provide process systems complete with
integrated CIP/SIP, in order to give the proper assistance to
the customers and grant them with a correct maintenance
perfect efficiency and long life for plants, as well as in order
to avoid misunderstandings concerning the interface with
various suppliers of some parts of the plants. 
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Clean in Place        Systems

System Configuration:
REMOIN Srl can design and construct a system that meets the
customer’s specific require, if any.

CIP Systems configuration depends on the following:
- Single or multi-task
- Recovery of washing solutions and and rinsing
- Return by pump or coming systems
- Final rinsing by WFI or DW 
- SIP (Steam in place)
- Heating by direct injection of steam or heat exchangers
- Skid mounting
- Control and Maintenance of Conductivity with automatic

addition of alkali/acids 
- Automatic/Manual control integrated in the process, with

supervision system
- Operation according to a weekly program of all the

requested phases.

Materials and Finishing:
- Stainless steel AISI 304 or 316L, standard 180 Grit with

options for 380 and electropolishing

Application Fields:
- Pharmaceutical
- Cosmetics
- Biotechnology
- Food industries
- Dairy
- Bottling: water and brewing


